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Introducing GroundControl Enterprise
New ideas for automating big mobility

GroundControl is unique software to speed iPhone and iPad 

imaging and MDM enrollment by 80%. Staff may re-image Apple 

mobile devices as often as needed, creating new solutions for 

IT-free iPad data sanitization and self-healing iPhone fleet 

management. 

Large hospitals and corporations need a mobile management 

solution that’s ready for scale. GroundControl Enterprise is built to 

meet that challenge. Our patented cloud/local hybrid architecture 

scales to thousands of endpoints and hundreds of thousands of 

mobile devices. Customers include five of the top 20 U.S. 

hospitals and three of the 20 largest global corporations. 

GroundControl Solutions, Inc.

www.groundctl.com

info@groundctl.com

(212) 651-2200

Unlimited Scale
Use GroundControl for every size organization, with 

no limits on the number of users, sites, or work-

flows. Create multiple organizations to delegate 

administration to divisions or buildings.

Custom Attributes
Add metadata to devices and sites to record build-

ing, unit, username, timezone, … whatever you can 

imagine. You can then use these values to select the 

right image, or personalize images by customizing 

device names, wallpaper text, or MDM users & 

groups.

External Integration
Set up GroundControl Enterprise to integrate with 

external systems with deployment webhooks and a 

GroundControl API. With integration, you may push 

device MAC addresses to your WiFi controllers, look 

up patient information from your EMR, or trigger 

actions on tethered devices.

Smart Hubs
Deeply integrate with select enterprise-class USB 

docks and cabinets such as the Datamation 

UniDock. GroundControl can toggle LEDs which 

greatly simplify user interaction: Yellow=Busy, 

Green=Good.

Self Healing
If the device is acting up, the user simply taps a 

“Heal Me!” button on their iPhone. On the next 

connection to the charging station, GroundControl 

takes over, re-provisioning the device as new. Self 

Healing means your institution need less IT time and 

fewer spare iPhones — instant ROI.

Single Sign-On
Simplify user management by offloading authenti-

cation to your existing system. GroundControl 

works with any SAML 2.0 identity provider.



FEATURE

Supervision and DEP Acceleration 

Update iOS with optional Delay

Native API support for MDMs:

AirWatch, MobileIron, MaaS360, and XenMobile

Cache and Install In-House Apps

Workflows, Launchpads, and Users Max 20 of each Unlimited

Define and Set Custom Device and Launchpad

Attributes
Max 1 Unlimited

Training & Integration Services Available for a daily rate 16 hours included

Device Self Healing

Hardware Integration with Smart USB Hubs

Device Export, Activity Export, and User Audit

Logging

Workflow Webhooks and GroundControl API

Multi-tiered Organizations

Single Sign-On with SAML 2.0

Slack private channel for rapid support

Hosting Options High-Availability

Shared Cloud

(a) High-Availability

Shared Cloud

(b) Private Managed

Cloud

(c) On Premises

Pricing Model Device License

Subscription

(Minimum 100 devices)

Device License

Subscription

plus Annual Fee
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Set Wallpaper, Icon arrangement, WiFi profiles, 

Cryptographic Erase, Restore from Backup, 

Timezone, Language & Locale


